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MINIMUM FILING REQUIREMENT SUGGESTIONS OF Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak
Inc. 

1. Please provide any outstanding funding requests (i.e., requests made and funds
not received) to the Government of Canada for Diesel Community assets
currently in-service or for the replacement of any assets currently in-service.

2. Please provide any outstanding funding requests (i.e., requests made and funds
not received) to the Government of Canada for future Diesel Community assets.

3. Please identify any funding requests that are expected to be made over the next
5 years with respect to the Diesel Community.

4. Please identify and provide any recent or ongoing studies and plans on the use
of alternative (non-diesel) generation in diesel communities including but not
limited to connection to the grid, run-of-the-river generation, wind and solar.  In
providing these plans or studies, please indicate what if any cost was attributed
to the implications for Canada's Paris commitments (GhG) or fuel spillage
remediation.

5. Please provide any recent studies on cost (and relative economics) of grid
supply to diesel communities.  In providing these plans  or studies, please
indicate what if any cost was attributed to the implications for Canada's Paris
commitments (GhG) or fuel spillage remediation.

6. With respect to numbers 44 to 46 of the PUB Revised Minimum Filing
Requirements:

(a) What portion of each payment is assessed to MKO ratepayers as a
percentage of the rate and the actual dollar amount.

7. What portion of flood remediation payments made by MH is assessed to MKO
ratepayers as a percentage of the rate and the actual dollar amount.

8. Details sought in number 69 of the PUB Revised Minimum Filing Requirements
to include impact upon MKO ratepayers and separate analysis of MKO
delinquent customers and MKO details with respect to MH bad debt allowance.

9.  With respect to numbers 61 to 64 of the PUB Revised Minimum Filing
Requirements: To the extent possible breakdown details to specific programs for
or directed to MKO First Nations.
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